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Ethan
nol is the main
n biofuel produ
uced and used
d today, repre
esenting almos
st 80 % of thee total liquid biofuels
b
production and use
e worldwide. Sugarcane
S
is now the seco
ond most used
d feedstock, bbehind corn, but
b it is
ne that presen
nts the best pe
erformance in terms of GHG
G emissions re
eduction and land demand,, and it
the on
is also
o a crop more
e adequate to
o developing ccountries prod
duction as it is
s cultivated aalready in morre than
100 ccountries. The fast expansio
on of bioethan
nol in the recent past has brought to lig ht several concerns
aboutt its sustainab
bility and the discussions have been, mostly,
m
in gen
neric terms annd with strong bias
s
aspects
s. It must be b
born in mind that
t
biofuels are
a not equal and even the
e same
especcially toward social
biofue
el, ethanol in
n our case, can present different sus
stainability ch
haracteristics depending on
o the
production model and
a local conditions. By prod
duction modell we mean the
e feedstock aggricultural prod
duction
system
m, the processing path and the socio-eco
onomic interfa
aces between ethanol produucing enterpris
se and
the loccal communityy.
To bring the ethanol sustainability discussion
ns to a more scientific
s
and objective leveel it is interes
sting to
present the alterna
atives of produ
uction modelss in an organized way and
d to have sust
stainability indicators
mensions (economic, social and environm
mental) to evaluate objectiively each on
ne. We
from tthe three dim
propo
ose basically three models
s: High Tech
hnology Mode
el (large scale, state of tthe art techn
nology,
vertica
alized producttion and proce
essing, maxim
mum efficiency
y and lowest cost),
c
Medium
m Technology Model
(mixed
d sugarcane production
p
– independent g
grower and mill production, scale compattible with agric
culture
production, balance
e between prrofits and soccial benefits), Social Mode
el (small indeependent suga
arcane
growers, integ
gration with fo
ood production
n and energy services for thhe local comm
munity,
producers and outg
ernative, the Balanced
B
Mod
del, would be the one optimized as a ffunction of the
e local
jobs); a fourth alte
f
govern
nment policiess, local culture
e and practices, land tenuree profile and existing
e
condittions, driving forces,
infrasttructure, trying
g to take adva
antage of the b
best characterristics of the th
hree basic moddels.
A pre
eliminary apprroach to evalu
uate the alterrnatives of prroduction mod
dels is suggeested and illus
strated
consid
dering conditio
ons observed for ethanol prroduction from
m sugarcane in
n Latin Americca and Sub Sa
aharan
Africa
a.

1. Inttroduction
Biofue
els are not eq
qual. They ca
an be chemiccally similar, but
b depending
g on the prodduction route, scale,
production site, am
mong other factors, biofuels present large differences spanning throuugh aspects such as
omic viability, land and watter demand, g
greenhouse gas
g (GHG) em
missions mitigaation, jobs creation,
econo
techno
ology level required in agric
culture and prrocessing; in other
o
words, they
t
differ in m
many of the aspects
a
norma
ally related to the sustainab
bility. Of the m
many biofuels options in use today, bioetthanol and bio
odiesel
domin
nate clearly th
he alternatives
s for transport
rt biofuels, and ethanol rep
presents 80 % of total by volume
v
(REN2
21, 2013). Although
A
today most of th
he bioethanoll is produced
d from corn (F.O. Licht, 2013),
sugarrcane shows a brighter futu
ure because iit is already produced
p
in more
m
than a 1100 countries (FAO,
2013)). The regionss with land av
vailable for ag riculture expa
ansion are loc
cated essentiaally in Latin America
and A
Africa (Doornb
bosch and Ste
eenblik, 2007) with land and
d climate adeq
quate for sugaarcane, and most
m
of
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all, it is the biofuel feedstock witth the best pe
erformance in terms of GHG
G emissions, land demand, fossil
gy consumption and differen
nt forms of ene
ergy as co-pro
oducts.
energ
ecent fast exp
pansion of bioffuels productio
on and use ha
as brought to light several cconcerns abou
ut their
The re
sustaiinability, but th
he discussions
s have been, mostly, in gen
neric terms with a strong biaas toward the
e social
issuess – food securrity and land te
enure – and w
with lack of sciience based data. In this asspect, the prod
duction
model evaluation, as proposed
d in this pap
per, can help
p to provide a more susstainable alternative
dering the loca
al conditions, at a landscap
pe level, and taking into acc
count the impoortant interface
es and
consid
interactions betwee
en the biofuel producing ch ain and the lo
ocal community and environnment. It is worth
w
to
ept of ”produc
ction model” iss more comprehensive tha
an ”productionn system”. Wh
hile the
note tthat the conce
conce
ept of production system is more focused
sues, such ass yields, input//output
d on physical-economic iss
ratios and emission
ns, with a lim
mited perspecttive of other aspects,
a
as fo
ound in the ggeneral literature on
ergy (FAO, 2008)
2
and in specific
s
studie
es, for instance evaluating biodiesel peerspectives in South
bioene
Africa
a (von Maltitz and Setzkorn
n, 2012), soyybean bioenerrgy production
n system in Inndia (Mandal et al.,
2002)) and differentt schemes for palm oil pro
oduction for biodiesel
b
(Wiecke et al., 20007), the prod
duction
model concept goe
es beyond thos
se usual techn
nological aspe
ects of the bio
ofuel productioon and include
es also
direct and ind
direct socio-e
economic imp
plications (job
bs creation, costs, revenuues, etc.) an
nd the
the d
institu
utional conditio
ons, as schem
matized in Fig
gure 1. Thus, the productio
on model incluudes the prod
duction
system
m.

Figure
e 1. Production System and
d Production M
Model conceptts

2. Pro
oduction Mo
odel Alterna
atives
To brring the sugarrcane ethanoll sustainabilityy discussions to a more scientific and oobjective leve
el, it is
interesting to prese
ent and analy
yze alternative
es of production models in
n an organizeed way and to
o have
nsions (econo
omic, social and environm
mental) to ev
valuate
sustaiinability indicators of the three dimen
objecttively each one.
o
There arre several ba
asic aspects that will have
e different im
mpacts in the
e three
dimen
nsions:
2.1 Sc
cale of produ
uction
The ssize of the proccessing plant will play an im
mportant role on
o the econom
mics of the prooject since the
ere is a
g economies of
o scale in the
e ethanol disttilleries in term
ms of investm
ment costs, tecchnology leve
el used
strong
(boilers steam pressure/tempera
ature, automa
ation, process
s and energy efficiency), ooperating costs and
n Table 1, inc
creasing the d
daily capacity of distilleries from 120,0000 L to 1,000 m3, it is
yieldss. As shown in
obserrved a 72 % reduction
r
in th
he specific cap
pital cost. Due
e to more efficient processs, mainly in the juice
extracction and ferm
mentation sec
ctors, feasible
e in high cap
pacity mills, th
he typical ethhanol yield off large
distille
eries exceeds 85 L/t sugarc
cane, while in ssmall units (up
p to 5,000 L/d) this yield is iin the range of
o 45 to
60 L/tt. For a 28,000
0 L/d distillery
y operating in the South of Brazil
B
it is reported a 10 yeears average yield
y
of
62 L/tt of sugarcane
e (Fleck et al., 2011). Depe
ending on the destination of
o the ethanol produced, this yield
affectss directly the economic
e
feas
sibility of the d
distillery.
The fe
eedstock supp
ply model is allso directly afffected by the scale
s
as techn
nology and meechanization, supply
s
risk an
nd logistics wiill depend on the
t area cultivvated with cane and the can
ne transport dis
istances. The
increa
ase of average
e feedstock tra
ansport distan
nce associated
d to the increase of mill capaacity can be, under
u
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proper conditions, compensated by the densification of sugarcane fields near the mill. For instance, the
values of this average distance observed in the 2008/2009 harvest season in the Brazilian states of São
Paulo, Goiás and Mato Grosso were respectively 25.1 km, 22.8 km and 22.7 km, indicating that the new
and relatively larger mills, located in the last two states, are planting sugarcane closer to the mill (MAPA,
2010).
Table 1: Impacts of Distillery Size on the Investment Costs
Distillery ethanol
capacity
(L/d)
120,000
180,000
240,000
360,000
500,000
1,000,000
a

Daily milling
(tc/day)a
1,500
2,250
3,000
4,500
6,250
12,500

Annual milling
(tc/y)b
270,000
405,000
540,000
810,000
1,125,000
2,250,000

b

Cost
(Million USD2007)c
51
56
62
73
84
118

Specific cost
(USD/tc/y)
187
139
114
90
75
52

c

Notes: tc=tonnes of cane; 180 days of effective milling; converted from BRL by the authors
Source: Olivério, 2007

2.2 Feedstock production scheme
Verticalized production (the plant owner will produce and harvest the cane), outgrower (medium size
independent producer) or small grower (family producer) are the basic options that may dictate the
agricultural technology level used (cane varieties, agricultural management, mechanization level, cane
payment system, yields), the production cost and reliability of supply.
As sugarcane shows a relatively short optimal harvesting period (few weeks), when the sucrose content
(POL) is maximum in the cane stems, and considering that early and late ripening varieties are available, it
is always relevant to coordinate and manage properly the planting (1 to 3 months) and harvesting (4 to 7
months) operations.
2.3 Socio-economic interfaces
The enterprise and the local community will have many interfaces and they must be well defined to accrue
the highest benefits for both sides; this will probably be the most sensitive area with an enormous
importance in the final outcome of the business, especially public acceptance. The distillery will provide
jobs, agriculture extension and other capacity building, infrastructure (roads, storage facilities, transport,
schools, health care), water for agriculture and population, energy services (electricity, cooking fuels) and
food supply; the community will contribute with labor, land lease and/or cane supply.
With this in mind, we can suggest three basic production model alternatives and a fourth optimized
alternative, the Balanced Model:
• High technology model: largest scale possible, vertical production and processing of sugarcane,
maximum efficiency in products and energy conversion; it is focused on profit maximization with the
lowest risk and full control the feedstock production, but tend to neglect some important social aspects.
• Medium technology model: mixed sugarcane production (independent growers and mill cane
production) and scale compatible with the adequate cane production; some economic gains are
sacrificed to get better social impacts (jobs, land tenure, public acceptance).
• Social model: small independent sugarcane producers (in cooperatives or not) and outgrowers with
good integration with food production, energy supply and maximized job creation (with some sacrifice
of the quality of the jobs); it must be very well defined and structured to be economically viable.
• Balanced model: it will depend strongly on the driving forces that motivated the enterprise, the local
conditions and existing public policies and government priorities; it requires a maximum integration of
the stakeholders’ priorities and desires, but must be economically viable in the medium term without
subsidies. This would be the model optimized for the local conditions and priorities and may have
economic penalties when compared with the high technology model.

3. Production Model Selection Criteria
The make an organized choice of the best production model for the specific conditions and context, criteria
must be established to make the process objective and clear. Indicators must be selected to be able to
compare, even if it is in a qualitative way, the different alternatives. The choice of these indicators need to
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take into consideration the local conditions, the driving forces to introduce biofuels, land availability, soil
and water quality and others deemed important by the stakeholders. The several Sustainability
Certification systems in use today, such as Roundtable of Sustainable Biomaterials (RSB, 2013),
BONSUCRO (2013), Global Bioenergy Partnership (GBEP, 2011), can provide a long list of indicators to
choose from, but, bearing in mind that this is not a biofuel certification process, the stakeholders could
select in agreement the ones to be used and the degree of importance of each one in the prioritization
process. To include all indicators in a system like GBEP that has a total of 24 indicators (eight for each
sustainability pillar) would make the process complicated and confusing for those stakeholders not familiar
with certification systems, but with a good notion about what is important for the country and the specific
region. To exemplify a selection process based on qualitative evaluation of selected indicators we will use
some of the GBEP indicators arbitrarily:
•
Environmental: Lifecycle GHG emissions, water quality and land use (LU) and land use change (LUC)
related to feedstock production;
•
Social: Allocation and tenure of land for biofuel production, price and supply of a national food basket,
jobs creation;
•
Economic: Productivity, gross value added, infrastructure and logistic.
For each indicator we give a relative value in the form of: (+) better than average, (0) average and (-)
worse than average, but for a more sophisticated process numerical values can be assigned to the
indicators what would required a bigger effort from the evaluators. The key point is this process is the
selection of the indicators to be evaluated which depends on the driving forces and the country and local
conditions (capacity of investment, technology level, labour qualification, land tenure system, etc. An
example is shown in Table 2, prepared assuming as reference the typical Latin American and Tropical
Africa.
Table 2: Grading of indicators for the three suggested production models
Indicators
Lifecycle GHG emissions
Water quality
LU and LUC related to feedstock
Allocation and land tenure for biofuel
Food price and availability
Jobs creation
Productivity
Gross value added
Logistic

High Tech
+
+
+
0
+
+
+

Medium Tech
0
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
0

Social
+
0
+
-

High tech: large scale, high yields and processing efficiency, high mechanization level in agriculture and
high automation in the distillery (less jobs, but higher quality), higher fossil energy use, lower production
costs and financial risk.
Medium tech: average yields and processing efficiency, low mechanization and automation levels (more
jobs, but lower quality), average fossil energy use, average productions costs.
Social: small scale, low yields due to lower technology levels (sugarcane varieties, lower fertilizers and
herbicides use, minimum mechanization and automation), less useful co-products (electricity, solid fuels),
lower impacts on existing land tenure and local staple food production, lower investment and high
operating costs, higher financial risk.
Balanced: in this model there will be always optimized choices taking into consideration the local and
national conditions and driving forces. In this case a compromise will be sought in terms of economic
gains, social benefits and minimum impact on the environment. It is not shown in Table 2 because it is a
combination of the other three alternatives, selecting the best characteristics of each one based on the
priorities defined by the stakeholders for the specific case.
One critical issue is the mechanization of the agricultural operations since there are conflicting interests in
jobs, energy efficiency and co-products, labour qualification and costs. Some other aspects such as
infrastructure building for the local community the larger scale plants can do it more easily since it will
represent a lower fraction of the total investment costs. The small scale plants will have difficulties to
present high conversion efficiencies due to simpler systems as required by the economies of scale,
especially in the juice extraction system and steam and power generation; the ultimate result will be a
lower ethanol yield per tonne of cane processed that combined with an expected lower agricultural
productivity (lack of access to the best sugarcane varieties, inadequate agricultural practices and lower
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use of inputs) will have a significant impact on the global ethanol yield per unit of cultivated area (litres of
ethanol/hectare).

4. The Brazilian case
In Brazil, the sugarcane ethanol production model had an evolution highly driven by government policies
and the necessity to become more competitive to face the fossil fuel prices and the sugar international
th
market. Ethanol started to be produced in the dawn of the 20 century, driven by the necessity to create a
new market for the sugarcane surplus caused by the low competitiveness of Brazilian sugar in the
international market. The federal mandate to add 5 % ethanol in all imported gasoline in 1931 motivated
the addition of annexed distilleries to most of the existing sugar mills (Walter et al., 2013); this process was
accelerated in 1975 by the launching of the National Alcohol Program that targeted 20 % ethanol blend in
the all gasoline consumed in the country in a tentative to reduce the oil imports that was causing a
devastating impact on the country’s balance of payment. The second oil shock in 1979 pushed the federal
government to increase the ethanol use goals by the introduction of neat ethanol cars, to break the blend
wall (not clearly seen yet in those days); this action caused the construction of autonomous ethanol
distilleries, using cane juice only for ethanol production.
The investment in technology for the sugarcane and ethanol production reduced the costs of ethanol,
alleviating the need for subsidies (Goldemberg, 2007). However, the abrupt drop in oil prices reduced the
government interest in the Alcohol Program due to increased need for subsidies and lower demand for oil
imports as a consequence of the growth in the national production. The hardships in the ethanol market
that had to compete with low cost gasoline with diminishing subsidies brought the national ethanol
st
production to a stagnation state in the mid 1980s that lasted until the beginning of the 21 century. In this
period the autonomous distilleries were converted to sugar and ethanol mills to reduce the business risk by
producing two products for different markets. Finally, the third product, surplus electricity, started to gain
weight after the reform of the national electric power sector along the 1990s with an extensive privatization
of an almost totally public sector; the creation of the Independent Power Producer and the liberalization of
the transmission and distribution grids to transport power from the independent producers, paying tariffs
controlled by the government (Leal and Macedo, 2004). The situation today is that the three production
models coexist in the country (sugar only, sugar/ethanol and ethanol only), but more that 80 % of the
ethanol and around 96 % of the sugar are produced in sugar mills with annexed distilleries; the sugar mill
model that dominates the sugar from sugarcane production worldwide represents only 4 % of the
processed cane (MAPA 2010). Along this process, the improvements in technology and gains in scale
were driven by the need to reduce costs.
This short story was intended to show a real case where changes in the production models resulted from
different driving forces motivated by energy security sometimes and market forces at other times. Public
policies were fundamental to start and to manage these changes, although there were good and bad
policies; market forces alone would have never caused all these modifications in a large, traditional and
important sector.

5. Conclusions
As mentioned before, the sustainability of biofuels cannot be treated on a global scale, although there are
better options than the others. It is fundamental in the process to define clearly what is meant by “better”
because it certainly will depend on what we are trying to accomplish (driving forces): energy security, rural
or country development, jobs, GHG mitigation or other. The differences in biofuels and feedstocks are
important, but so are the local conditions and the production model that can be designed to optimize in a
certain way the production of the chosen biofuel to maximize the benefits while minimizing the negative
impacts on the environment and in the population, and be economically viable. There will always be
conflicting demands among the three dimensions of sustainability. Taking the case of plant scale, a micro
distillery and a large scale distillery with ethanol yields of 50 and 80 L per tonne of cane, respectively,
considering the same sugarcane productivity and sugar content in cane, we can see that the micro
distillery would require 60 % more land for sugarcane production, increasing the impacts of land use
change, but reducing the impacts on land tenure and increasing the job creation.
The methodology presented here is very simple and not adequate to produce enough information for an
important decision making process, but is the initial step in the development of a more sophisticated
evaluation process of the alternatives possible to be implemented for the sugarcane ethanol production in
several developing countries that have available agricultural land and could become important producers
in the medium term. The advent of second generation technologies for biofuels will add a new dimension
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to this methodology due to the need to recover the agricultural residues, what requires mechanical
harvesting of sugarcane. We hope this is another small step in the direction of the integrated sustainability
analysis of biofuels.
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